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About This Game

Jailbreak Russia

You have to play the character Stickman. Your task is to find two successful ways to escape from a Russian prison.

You have to play the character Stickman. Your task is to find two successful ways to escape from a Russian prison.

On the way, you will meet opponents who will do everything possible so that you can not escape from prison.

The game will see many different stereotypes associated with Russia. In the Russian Federation you can always see a bear, a
nesting doll, a balalaika, vodka and many other stereotyped objects. It coincided that the game came out 2 days before the

election of the Russian president.

We all know who will become president of Russia in 2018, is not it?
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Samovar, gas, oil, rockets, this stereotyped list can be continued indefinitely. Oh, let's write a couple more: Chiki-briks and the
ladies!

In the game you can play Russian roulette, see cartoon characters from the Soviet Union. Putin, Lenin and Trump will be in the
game! Politics, the White House and the Kremlin will blow up your brain!

Interesting interactive sketches, animation will raise the mood of people from all over the world!

Brew the samovar, put on your boots and play the game under the Russian accordion!
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Starodymov
Publisher:
Riviysky
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018
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Controls are atrocious, bad-NES level bad.. This a great concept with a lot of promise. The world is intriguing, it has some cool
ideas but the UI elements and unclear goals of the game made me get bored of it after about 20 minutes. I love the art style, the
soundtrack, the original idea of the game but really feel like a little more work needs to go into giving the player more to do in
the world and have actions build on each other.. 2/10 translated thus garbage; talk me up about 相州戦神館學園 八命陣 instead kudasai..
epiccc!!!11!!!!!1!!. Yes, we get a Pac Man game because we're secretly hungering for more Rally-X content.. Runs Very Well
on my Old GTX970 ... nice one
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It's ♥♥♥♥ing crap. The dev doesn't update. Even if it doesn't CTD, it's still ♥♥♥♥ing boring. Where the hell is my
multiplayer?. Well, I gotta admit it's pratically impossible to "translate" this E.A.Poe's novel nor in a movie neither in a game. I,
of course, appreciate the effort (this game get closer to the novel than Roger Corman's movie) but... No.. [NOTE: All of my
reviews are based on the price i paid for the game in terms of value for money. In this instance, I paid \u00a30.68 for this game
with a 69% discount voucher.]

Let me just start it here: The game is a joke. It was made no doubt as a joke and probably has some bad homour hidden in it the
further you go. I bought this thinking that it would be something funny to play and am no kind of regretting it. I don't really see
much amusement in this game. Prehaps I may have missed the point, but I found it to be rather diaapointing, bluntly put I
understand, but there isn't much to say.

If you are going to buy this game, do not expect much at all in terms of story or gameplay.. Decent attempt.

Main recommendation... Playtest again and again and again.

GOOD

- Atmosphere
- Sound Effects

BAD

- Everything else.

Keep trying ;). Oh boy! For only $15 USD, you can purchase this Zero Effort Mash together of default GameGuru assets that
will crash your computer 5 times in mere moments! What a fantastic deal and great time waiting on the 2 minute load time over
and over and over and over! \/end sarcasm.

Watch it HERE: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4ETdw7yy0Cg&feature=youtu.be

Honestly, most games sold on Steam that have been made with the GameGuru engine are extremely low effort and piles of
laughable junk, but then again 95% of games sold on Steam made with GameGuru are priced at 99 cents of $1.99 too. And 95%
of them are also 10x better than what you get here. Ugh. This is the worst game I've played on Steam in at least six months, and
trust me... I've played some real trash. This takes the cake.

NOT RECOMMENDED. Unless you like purchasing computer crashes and memory leaks for your money, stay far, far away!.
It's a cute game, not really meant for an avid video gamer, and certainly not upto par with modern graphics however - Compared
to the Enchanted Princess which I've also played, it felt somewhat better than that. Atleast this time you don't have a health bar
that goes to 0, does nothing, then just fills again, like the EP PS2 Version. Don't get me wrong - I haven't found a way to lose
yet, but that might be a good thing considering the target audience is much younger than me.

For the target audience the game possesses some unique features, particularly with the entire Disney Princess Series under
copyright, you basically can't find these characters in other games afaik. For young girls, and prehaps some boys too, this is a
game that is designed to keep them entertained not teach them world class chess strategy. I do feel rather bad that these games
get a rather "girly" stigma. Nothing wrong with a boy enjoying playing dress-up in girl's clothes.. Excellent graphics, very nice
story n gameplay.
When you play this game don't think of it as another far cry title.. A very challenging and interesting series of escape rooms that
is a steal for the price. Takes a few minutes to get used to the controls but after that it's smooth sailing. This was my first escape
room experience (in real life or VR) and it was pretty fun. Just had to sit on the floor and think a few times to figure out what to
do next.
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